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4 MANUSCRIPTS
HIS VOICE
Ruth Beyer
It's funny how I still hear his voice so many months after-
well, after the accident. When I wake up in the night, or when I'm
helping a mother undress her child for a physical, or when I'm getting
dinner for big Bill and me, or driving the car, or anything, in my mind
I suddenly hear the phone ring and young Bill's voice so confident
and mature saying, "Mom? I'm calling from Dave's. We're going over
to Sam's for Italian sandwiches. Be home in an hour or so." And I
say, as I always did when he had the car, "Be careful." And then
young Bill, "Don't worry, Mom. You know I'm a good driver. See
you later. Hey, I'll bring you and Dad a sandwich." Those were the
last words I ever heard him speak. But I keep hearing them. Over and
over again like a tune I can't forget. When it happens then I begin to
relive that whole horrible night once more. I groan inwardly as the
memory begins. However, I must continue to relive it as I must con-
tinue to breathe. Sometimes I wish I could stop both. If it weren't
for big BilI-1 guess I should just say Bill now-he goes on so, strong,
quiet, calm, but I know he's not sleeping nights either. He's eating his
heart out, and there's nothing I can do to help except to be with him
and stay as close to him as possible.
The funny thing is, I always worried more about young Bill's
being hurt in a hunting accident than in the car. He really was a
good driver, cautious, considerate. His father and I have seen the
results of so many accidents. We've patched up when we could and
consoled when we couldn't. We never had trouble convincing our son
to drive defensively. Once or twice his father even took Bill across
the road to the dispensary to see firsthand the results of careless
driving. No, we never had any trouble corralling Bill's driving. But
up here in our part of New England, hunting is a way of life. I didn't
worry so about the local hunters, but those out-of-state ones who only
have a day or so to get their deer and all have buck fever. Some of
the narrow escapes we've heard about, and some that didn't escape
too-just unbelievable. Al Duchette-he's the local state trooper and
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a good friend of ours-tells about the time he was out once with his
gun. He had a red hat and red coat OIl, but a bullet still whizzed by
his ear. \Vhen he confronted the hunter, a man up from New Jersey,
the man said he thought Al was a deer! And young Bill loved to hunt
so-went out with his dad and Al every chance he had during the
season. So I never rested easy in my mind until I heard the jeep in
the driveway and heard the voices of both my Bills. I always had a
fire going when they came home and something warm for them to
drink, and we'd sit around the fire-me listening to then) talk about
the one they missed, or once in a great while admiring the one they
brought home.
We had such fun, the three of us. When Billy was still very young,
I used to worry about not being able to have any more children. It
seemed selfish not to share our happiness with others. \Ve considered
adoption for a while, but with big Bill's practice growing so fast, be
needed every minute I could spare to help him, and we just never got
around to adopting a child. We used to laugh about my nurses's train-
ing helping me catch a husband, but believe me, living up here-
remote and out of the way-Bill would never he able to find a full-
time nurse, and I've always been glad I could help him out. I really
stopped worrying about depriving young Bill of brothers and sisters
when he was twelve or so. One night he came home from a friend's
house where he had witnessed a family argument. Nothing severe,
but he was shocked anyway. When I put him to bed that night he
told me he was glad he lived in our house because he didn't have to
listen to his parents quarrel. I hugged him extra tight and right then
I decided that if we couldn't give Billy some things we gave him others
just as important.
The night of the accident we had one of our best times together.
Just that day young Bill learned that he'd been appointed a National
Merit Scholar. National Merit-here, way up in the back country! We
were so proud of him, and he was pleased too, I could tell. He was
always such a quiet reserved boy, but that night he opened up a light-
hearted self I had never seen before. I was fixing his favorite--steak
and baked potatoes for supper to celehrate--and while we waited for
dinner he was dancing a little jig out of pure happiness. Big Bill man-
aged to close the office early that night and he came in with a bottle
of wine. Young Bill didn't want to hurt his father's feelings so he had
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a SiP or two with his steak, but then he drained his glass of milk.
Watching a youngster reaching out, trying some part of the adult
world and then slipping back into reassuring childhood can be so
funny in a poignant kind of way. I had left the office early too and
had made Billy's favorite chocolate cake for dessert. After we had
finished our cake and ice cream (over big Bill's weak protests about
cholesterol! ), we talked about college. I don't mean to brag, but our
son could have gone anywhere to college. However, he put his head
down and looked at the table cloth and said that he was going to go
to school where his dad went-to Bowdoin as a pre-med student and
then on to Harvard if they would take him. When he said that he
wanted to go into practice with his father, I don't think I've ever seen
Bill so moved-he pushed back his chair and put his arm around
Billy's shoulders. And when I looked up at him I saw he had tears in
his eyes, but so did I.
After dinner, young Bill left to go over to Dave's, his best friend.
He said he'd be back in an hour or so or else he would call us. After
he called and said he was going for sandwiches, we decided to go
to bed. The last thing my husband said to me before we went to sleep
was, "You know, I think we've done a pretty good job with Bill. I
really do."
It was about 11 :00 and I was so sound asleep I couldn't wake
up. In the distance I heard a bell ringing and I couldn't climb up from
the pit of sleep long enough to decide if it was the telephone or
doorbell. While I was trying to decide, Bill stumbled out of bed and
then I knew it was the doorbell, for our phone is right by the bed. I
heard voices mumbling downstairs and then suddenly, I was awake
-wide awake. I hurriedly put on my robe, for I knew I had to get
downstairs to Bill as soon as possible. And when I did I knew some-
thing was wrong, for there was Al and I had never seen him look so
wracked. Bill reached out wordlessly to me and I took his hand while
I looked at Al for an explanation that I didn't want to hear. Al said
without looking at either of us, "It's young Bill. He's been in an
accident." Then he looked helplessly at Bill and said, "He's dead,
Doc."
Idiotically, I thought, "But I worried so about a hunting ac-
cident!" I don't know how long we stood there. I couldn't breathe-
'my chest hurt. My knees were shaking. I felt Bill'sgrasp tighten on my
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fingers, but I couldn't respond. I just looked at the badge on AI's
shirt glinting in the lamplight. Finally from far away 1 heard Al
say, "You've got to come, Doc. The other driver is hurt bad, he's
bleeding something awful. I've got him in your office." Still we stood
there, paralyzed, no more able to move than to look at each other.
Again Al pleaded, "Doc, you know I'd give anything not to be here
tonight telling you this. But the other driver will die if you don't get
over to him."
Bill reached for his short, fur-lined hunting coat on the wall rack,
the one young Bill had helped me select for a Christmas present last
year. He turned to me and said softly, "You don't need to come. 1 can
manage. I'll get back to you as soon as possible." 1 felt as if I were
suffocating. I just couldn't breathe. But 1 shook my head and reached
for myoId car coat.
The crazy things you remember! 1 remember it was cold that
night, and so starry that we didn't need the light from AI's flash-
light to guide us across the road. The snow lay white all around us
and crunched noisily under our feet, and 1 remember thinking of
Bill's saying so long ago why he had chosen a small-town practice
over a more lucrative one in the city. "I want to see white snow on
the ground when I look out, not dirty slush," he had said and I never
argued with him. We always had enough to keep us housed and
clothed decently, even if we couldn't take the fancy cruises that some
of his classmates did.
While we crossed the street, Bill said quietly, "How did it happen,
AI?"
Poor AI! 1 had never heard him choke so, almost sob really,
when he answered, "You know how the road curves coming back
from Lewiston. The road was clear but there was this little icy patch.
Young Bill had dropped Dave off and was coming along about 40
miles an hour, 1 judge from the tire marks, when another car com-
ing toward him driving much too fast skidded and crashed head-on
into Bill." He coughed and cleared his throat loudly.
Crossing the road seemed to take an eternity, but then I heard
Bill say, "Who was the other driver? Anyone we know?"
At first 1 thought Al hadn't heard the question, but then he
mumbled, "Henry Higginbottom." Henry Higginbottom.t The' fog
cleared momentarily and I was filled with outraged fury. Henry
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Higginbottom was a classmate of Bill's at Bowdoin long ago. When
Bill went on to medical school, Henry went to Yale as a law student.
Did brilliantly too. When he came hack here to practice everyone
thought he wouldn't stay in small-town law for long. \Ve thought he
was probably aiming for the statehouse. And I really think he was.
The only thing, on the way there he kept pausing for the drink that
refreshes, and I don't mean Coke. By the time he was thirty-five he
was a confirmed lush, and his political ambitions had faded away into
alcoholic fumes. Someone told me that he survived on a small in-
heritance left him by his mother-he always was his mother's favorite.
The last time I saw him before that night he had been wearing the
dirtiest, most worn-out, brown tweed suit I ever saw, and he was so
drunk he kept holding on to the side of the building as he stumbled
along. I didn't even speak to him-he wouldn't have seen me anyway.
When we opened the door to the dispensary, the bright fluore-
scent lights contrasted painfully with the soft starlight outside. After
all these years of working there, helping dress painful cuts and bruises,
answering the phone, I suddenly noticed in a way I never had before
the antiseptic smell so pervasive throughout. With the smell and the
bright lights reflecting off the chrome appliances and instruments,
my fury gave way to dizziness and weakness. Bill gave me one last
hard squeeze on my fingers and then walked over to the examining
table where the crumpled form of Henry Higginbottom lay. Filled
with loathing, I looked at that rumpled, bearded man, still wearing
the same filthy suit I had seen on him before. Blood was everywhere,
it covered much of the filth on his suit and spurted from several
bad cuts on his face and arms, and shreds of broken glass clung to
him and crunched under our shoes. At the noise of our entry he
opened his bleary, bloodshot eyes and began to weep convulsively
while he began in a maudlin way to explain and apologize. My
husband cut him off with a curt, "Shut-up!" and proceeded to do
what was necessary to stanch the bleeding. It was apparent that he
would need hospitalization, and a part of me was aware that Al was
telephoning for the local volunteer fire department ambulance to
take him there.
I don't know how much time passed while I stood there, dumb,
furious, and sick, staring at Henry, hearing even then my son's voice
over and over again, while I watched my husband, his lips com-
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pressed, doing what he could for Henry. It couldn't have been too
long though before I heard sirens in the distance, and then Al Was
opening the door for the men to bring in the stretcher. The only noise
in the room was Henry's maudlin crying and mumbling apologies,
and outside I could see the red flasher light as it revolved around the
top of the ambulance.
As the men wheeled Henry out into the night Bill came over
to where I stood, put his ann around me, and began to curse quietly in
an unbroken stream. I've never cared for language like that, hut that
night I wanted to yell and scream and curse too. I couldn't though-I
was just too sick and shaky. Instead I just stood, looking nowhere
in particular, and then I noticed Al.He was sitting over in a corner,
looking at the floor and twirling his cap endlessly. He had loved
that boy, too.
It seems to me that moment was our last quiet time together
before we were caught up in all of the to-do of burying our son. Who
was it who said that burying your child is so unnatural?
It's been several months now, and I still feel just as leaden and
stuporous as I did on that awful night. Oh, I wish I could stop hear-
ing Billy's voice going endlessly on and on, "Hello, Mom? I'm call-
ing from Dave's. 'We're going on over to Sam's for Italian sand-
wiches-"
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The Eyes of a Fool
Billie Seward
The eyes of a fool. . .
They are strange. . . They deceive the fool.
That's what happens-day after day; the
eyes of fools deceive each other.
What is it that I see in your eyes?
Is itlove?
Is it compassion?
Is it concern?
Or am I a fool?
What do my eyes reveal when you choose
to gaze into them?
Do you see a love for mankind and for
life itself?
Do you believe that you are going
to be one of those people who
will survive?
Do you think God loves You?
needs You? watches over Yon?
Do you believe you are not a fool?
My friend, look into your eyes and see
what they reveal.
Don't be deceived by a fool.
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ATLANTIS II
Eric C. A. Johnson
Wherever you are . . . . stop, read this note. It may be beyond
your linguistic powers, or it may be below. Translate it and read, for
it is of the utmost importance to mankind that you understand this.
There is a Creator. A power so unbelievable and immense that our
words are unable to describe him. Let me begin where my memory
begins.
I was created in the year 2609, a time plagued with crises and
tragedy in our space of the earth. A war, previously involving what
used to be the United States of America and the Soviet Socialist
Republic, was set for resumption for a month in the year 2001, but
due to the extreme numbers of atomic weapons used, the war lasted
only seventy-two hours. There was no victor. Both countries were
annihilated, the deadly radiation spread throughout the world.
Australia remained uncontaminated and was the only space on the
earth which was safe for habitation. Millions and millions of beings
from all surviving races packed into the dry region. It was here that
the dilemma began its cycle again.
For a time the beings worked and lived for primitive pleasures.
The population multiplied until crowding, and then aggression, was the
only product. Food and especially water were in high demand, and
the beings had evolved tremendously in order to compensate for this
lack of sustenance. An elite group of beings organized to solve the
problem. They pondered for time periods called day and night until
they reached an intellectual sophistication far above the ordinary
beings. After repeated attempts to impose their solutions on the popu-
lation, the Thinkers, as they are called, resolved to leave Australia.
Several hundred of my leaders, the Thinkers, escaped in crafts
under the ocean. Under the deadly atmospheres of other continents
they proceeded until a point was reached beneath the North Eastern
Hemisphere land mass. With atomic blasting devices they tore into
the mass until an enormous iridescent cavern was found. The Thinkers
called this utopian world Womb.
For two centuries the Thinkers built and devised means for sur-
wival from the moldy earth. The aging process was still unchecked,
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and Thinkers were swiftly becoming extinct. In a perilous situation
they realized that the only solution was to create life. The ultimate
answer to the essence or spark of moving' life had to he found. A
question researched since man began to think, it seemed impossible
to master. The bodies of all the dead Thinkers had been saved and
frozen for this very purpose.
As J write this my primitive emotions grind in my stomach. If
this cylinder with my note isn't found before civilizaticn again has
Thinkers, then mankind is doomed to the endless cycle. Look around
you. Look at yourself. The Thinkers of this civilization are colored
green. Their heads are huge structures in which the brain is con-
stantly at work. A mechanistic society has so evolved that their bodies
have become merely a support for the brain, and the tools of this civi-
lization are operated by thought patterns. Physical labor and pleasure
were left behind in Australia. Their eyes are piercing jet black, and
they are recessed in the head about two centimeters.
After the most extensive application of the Thinkers' brains, a
solution was found. Life was to be made from a shiny chrome drum.
A preserved corpse was to he placed inside and then charged with new
positive and negative electrons, the result being a live Thinker able to
live for another hundred years. The immortality of man was achieved
and the bounds of nature were broken.
My life began here in the year 2609. I was the first product of
this machine, but my body came out unique and far different from the
Thinkers.
When the frozen corpse was placed in the machine and electrons
were being charged into it an explosion occurred. The entire machine
was blasted all over the chambers and many of the Thinkers who bad
devised the machine were killed. Those Thinkers who weren't hurt
were powerless to help. Their thought patterns were confused, not
transmitting to other Thinkers . .lust as suddenly a shrilling shriek
echoed off the walls of the chamber. A strong and masterful voice
resounded and said, "NO MORE, EARTHLY CREATURES, YOU
HAVE GONE TOO FAR!"
When silence returned I was the result of the creator's anger. My
physical shape resembles a grown being from about the thirteenth cen-
tury. I was strong and huge compared to the Thinkers and yet my
intellectual powers were far less than theirs. They came up and
closely observed me with their monsterous eyes. I felt ashamed and
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covered myself with a piece of the debris from the machine. I knew
then that the Thinkers could manipulate me because of their immense
mental strength.
They tested and observed me for several months and were unable
to rationalize why I turned out the way I did. I knew that it was the
Creator, but they were too scientific for any belief in powers beyond
their own. I became a piece of machinery and proved far more effi-
cient than the robots which they had used for the purpose of building
the machine of life. For this reason I built the successor to the first
machine. After several time periods a new shiny chrome drum was
placed together, ready for another corpse.
I pleaded and tried to explain to them that the Creator would
demolish Womb if they tried to create another life. The creator had
laid down certain laws of nature which weren't to be broken, and the
Thinkers had abandoned these law;; in Australia. I often wondered
about the surface of the earth and wished (someday) I would see the
light so often referred to by my masters. I walked to the cold black
pit of water that had served as the door of our country for millions of
time periods. No-one had ever entered or left Womb, and I thought
that after today Womb would no longer exist.
The time had come, and a new corpse was placed in the drum.
I was not surprised when the tremor in the cavern occurred, but it
was more severe than the last one. The Thinkers remained motionless.
I think that they felt the primitive emotion of fear for the first time
since they had left Australia. I ran toward the outskirts of Womb and
moved to get under a boulder. The walls of all the chambers were
collapsing, and because of the Thinkers physical make-up they
couldn't run or even scream. A silent death was theirs.
Here I am, waiting for the end. Live in peace and love your
fellow being! There will be no end for creating life. My name is
ADAM.
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Poem
Terry Anderson
Who are they?
Those shadow covered faces
that walk past me on the sidewalk
never smiling, never seeing
just brushing by
Our raincoats have swished against each other
our feet have splattered the rainwater puddles
on our wingtips
We could have been friends
if our eyes looked up
Our reflections in the window touched
Why couldn't we?
COMPOUND 113
Chris Stewart
Dr. Morrison, the zoological chemist, shuffled through the par-
aphernalia on his desk. Running a large, prominently-veined hand
through his thinning brown hair, he sighed deeply and with resignation
as he thought of the Arthrocide project, and on compulsion he ferreted
out his old blue notebook and turned to the appropriate page. Entit-
led, "Project Arthrocide, page one," it was the beginning of what was
to become the last chronicle of man.
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Morrison remembered that project very well. He had always been
something of a loser in his field; in fact, this project was his first
real success. Commissioned to develop "the ultimate insecticide," a
project which his superiors thought would keep him busy for a few
years, Morrison went at his task with zeal, after selecting as his target
the family of insects which included the locusts and grasshoppers, as
these were the worst food pests known to man. He maintained a kind
of hellish dedication for the next eight months, trying compound
after compound on those infernal green bugs which just sat there with
their mandibles chewing the air.
In fact, when he first introduced compound 113 into the test
chamber and observed no visible effect, he was about to write off the
attractive blue gas as another failure, when a curious thought struck
him and he put the insects away for observation. In two months he
was astonished; the insects had not reproduced. Could they have been
rendered sterile'? Dividing the specimens up and matching them with
normal insects, he found this hypothesis to be apparently correct;
only .10% of the pairings produced normal offspring. As the test
results rolled in, the hypothesis was confirmed; compound 113 Was
shown to be 99.9% effective, and after all, what harm could .10%
do? The world was soon to find out.
As the "miracle poison" was exported for widespread use, crop
production increased overwhelmingly in the world's locust-plagued
nations. Morrison was deliriously happy with his success. Now, as he
sat at his desk, he thought with a rather fond sadness of that time
eleven years ago when he was happier than he had ever been in his
life, when his thoughts of the future were ambitious and bright, and
when the Institute for the first time assigned him to a project which
was of high priority. He remembered his second thoughts about the
project when he heard how devastating 113 was to insect populations.
He remembered wondering whether he should have disturbed the
delicate balance of nature, and he remembered the apprehension he
felt after reading papers concerning monstrous mutations, and he
even remembered the nightmares which plagued him after viewing
the science-fiction movie, "Bug Planet," on the late show. But these
lTIlsglvmgs gradually disappeared as reports of plunging starvation
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rates came pouring in; human beings enjoyed a period of gastric
prosperity which lasted eleven years.
It was in the autumn of 1987 that the locusts first appeared. It
began in India with the loss of 89% of the wheat and rice crop;
something about a new breed of grasshoppers that swept the country
before anyone could do anything about it. They ate their way across
Pakistan and divided into two swarms, one headed northeast and the
other northwest, devouring the food supply of whole nations with
lightening rapidity. Everyone seemed to be taken completely aback;
Dr. Morrison knew hardly anything about the crisis until he got the
entomologist's report which described the insects as "incredibly voraci-
ous, with hyperdeveloped mandibles and a reproductive rate 75%
faster than any previously known species." Morrison realized then
that it was indeed his brainchild 113 which was responsible for these
terrible mutants. Now he remembered how horrified he had felt as a
man who had witnessed an attack of these insects described what he
had seen and heard. "It was an awful thing; the sky was black with
'em; you couldn't hear yourself for the noise, which was kinda like
ten million rocks being shaken in a giant can. They'd settle on a big
field of wheat and for a few seconds it'd be dead quiet; then you'd
hear a sound sort of like an eggbeater churning the empty air and
they'd take off again, leaving nothing, not even stubble."
As it had in so many other crises, water shielded the United States
from the deadly insects, but Morrison knew the nation couldn't stay
isolated forever. "My first real success," he muttered, "and it turns
out to be the biggest injustice against nature that man has ever com-
mitted." He tossed the now-worthless notebook into a trash-basket as
he rose and walked out the door, the locusts crunching in a green mass
beneath his feet.
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How Precious is Life?
Billie Seward
Each of us, you and I, began as nothing; merely as a tiny cell that was
invaded by the enemy; a poor vagabond imprisoned by millions of
storm troopers.
What chance did we have ?
Then God came in with his powerful hands and formed us in his own
image.
What a glorious image we are! We grew, little by little, until we Were
fattened enough to be left as a sacrifice to Him.
Birth-the sacrifice. The ropes were bound so tightly that neither beast
nor God himself could ever cut their security.
The fire-it blazed brighter and crueler until there was nothing left
except mere ashes-in the form of Man.
The ashes lie there still, upon that sacrificial pire. Sometimes the
wind becomes angered and tosses them back and forth over the surface
of
the world.
Sometimes the oceans rise to power and wash the ashes to and fro,
exempliflying His power.
But most of the time, we lie there motionless, hoping and praying that
we will be saved. Fools, we are. Utter fools. If only we would
realize that ashes are waste, and that from them, nothing can ever
elnerge. They are there to lie for eternity. Ashes-the waste and
futility of the earth.
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Sadness Croons its
Native Songs
Diane Hale
Sadness croons its native songs
as the dust clamors over the high
cliff rocks. A high-pitched
glorified wind sings down the
protruding ledges and leaves its
careless ways to rest. Each falls
quiet as the storybook slams in the
faces of the "cultured," and, laughing-
eyed, stillness sings its crude
satire on existence.
THE GIFT
Nita Ellis
A chubby-faced boy rushed in front of the car as the woman
driving pulled up to the curb across from the First Methodist Church.
"That's Rodney. He's in my class," said the woman's small daughter
seated beside her.
While the little girl was crawling out of the car, her mother
uttered her usual warning, "Careful now when you cross the street,"
adding "I'll be waiting down at the corner when you get out, so
.don't start walking home alone this time. All right?
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The girl nodded her agreement as she shut the car door with a
hefty shove. The woman smiled as she watched her daughter cross
the street and catch up with Rodney, dropping and retrieving her
tattered Sunday school book in the process.
The classroom the two children entered was far less crowded
than usual. Summer vacation had started, and that seemed to also
mean a vacation from church and Sunday school. Their teacher that
week was Mrs. Howarth, a woman with an incessant ear-to-ear grin.
After the usual morning prayer, the grinning face led them in a new
song. "Well children, that was wonderful," she cooed. "You certainly
have 'lovely' voices. Now, do you all know what today is?"
"It's Sunday !"
"Yes, but what else?"
There was a silence that Rodney finally interrupted, "It's Father's
Day."
"Yes, that's right, and do you know what we're all going to do
today?" Each trusting little face shook, not realizing Mrs. Howarth
was depending on exactly that response.
"Well," she said slowly, "we're going to make ashtrays for each
of our fathers as a Father's Day present. Now children, doesn't that
sound like a nice thing for us to do?" Again the little heads nodded
the expected reaction.
Mrs. Howarth began handing out the "magic clay" as she called
it, "because children, you must work very fast or it will dry before
you finish. Isn't that exciting?"
The little girl sitting beside Rodney was reddening in the face,
and as their teacher neared with her box of "magic clay," she finally
raised her hand and murmured, 'Um, teacher? I, ah, don't have a
father to give a present to."
The persistant grin came down to the little ear and whispered,
"Well dear, make one for your grandfather then."
This time two little tears bubbled un in the girl's eyes. "I haven't
got one," she choked.
"Well now, that's all right," said the grin. "You have a brother
don't you? I think he'd like it, don't you?"
The little girl shrugged her shoulders and wiped the 'would-be'
tears awav with the back of her hand, as the woman nIaced a chunk
of clay on the paper towel in front of the puckered red face.
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As the time passed, and the child thought more about making a
present for her brother, she became more enthusiastic. Soon she had
finished her gift and had carefully chosen the paints she wanted to
use. Her excitement continued to increase as she waited for the pig-
ments to dry.
By the time class was over, the little girl was totally consumed
by the thought of how grateful her brother would feel to he remem-
bered on such a special day as Father's Day. She floated to the corner
appointed by her mother, the ashtray clutched between her fingers.
Into the car she clambered to begin the excruciatingly long ride home.
When the car pulled into their driveway, the girl could no longer
suppress herself, and she burst into the house, anxiously looking for
her older brother. Finding him in front of the television, she eagerly
offered the ashtray to him, exclaiming, "Happy Father's Day!"
Following a long silence, the boy said shyly, "I don't smoke,"
and was quiet again.
The little girl dejectedly walked out to the front porch and sat
down with her chin resting on her knees and played forlornly with
her patent leather shoes, not realizing that it was her brother, this
time, who was wiping away the 'would-be' tears with the back of his
hand.
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she who sang for me.
Dan Brewer
the sounds vibrate slowly-slowly-thm the cavities of the mind
wandering,
wondering who they are from this time.
misuse of the language that came so preciously
precisely describing every adjective that parallels you
weakening to lies you have heard but resistance is difficult in spring.
tell me with the quickness he said them
tell me how well rehearsed
give me seasons and emotions
and nurse the reasons i won't listen to you.
circling the cycles of your brain
as vultures circle the dead
words that mean so little
you are losing stability.
vibrating to steady patterns
hearing electric tones
notes music music
believing in him.
you have dreamed
you've dreamed-hut
afterall was there really
someone.
why did you not choose another stranger to sing to.
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Sonnet:
To William and his Noble Friend
David Paul Allen
To singly trek this mortal pilgrimage,
To watch one's life-flame flicker all alone,
To die without an heir for Earth's next age
Is but surrender to oblivion.
So mate we then to propagate this "I,"
The consciousness which holds essential thought
Whose transferred germ assures you will nor die
Though flesh, infirm, and bones return to naught.
When fears of death assail the aging mind,
A child provides the mirror of that youth
Which, faded, fades the more and canst but find
A recompense in hope, eternal truth.
But poorly sees this "self" which would live more
When all one is is what has passed before.
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SUMMER JOB
Cindy Schamel
Her mother noticed that Caroline was getting more and more
reticent and withdrawn. This Was a drastic change from the bubbly,
outgoing daughter she was used to having around the house.
The change seemed to coincide with Caroline's taking a part-
time job to earn her own spending money. Mrs. Parker was worried
about her daughter. She didn't Want to interfere, yet she didn't want
her daughter's health or disposition to suffer from anything as trivial
as this part-time job. It was Caroline's first summer job, except for
some occasional babysitting the summer before. But now that she was
sixteen, she had to make her Own spending money.
Her job was in a large discount store, and she worked in the
housewares department. She stocked shelves and picked up things that
Were in the aisles, ran price checks, and in general did a little bit of
everything.
Caroline liked working and being dependent on herself for her
allowance. It made her feel very grownup. But growing up meant
that she had to do things she didn't particularly want to do because
they had to be done. She didn't like going back into shipping and up
into the warehouse for stock. It was such a big place filled to the
ceiling with aisle after aisle of boxes. Down the center aisle the
sprinkler spigots protruded from the ceiling like so many vertebrae
ill. a huge skeleton. The Muzak from the speakers was the only touch
of humanity in the world of crates.
ofQuite frankly, the place spooked her. It seemed to be the core
the store. The brain. The store seemed like an animal that let the
managers and human bosses think they ran the place. In reality, the
store ran itself. Have you ever gone to a store after an item and they
said it's been ordered or it hasn't come in or it's out of stock, thought
Caroline. Maybe it's no accident.
Shipping and the warehouse were the real managers of the huge
operation. Then there was the incinerator down in shipping. It even
had a little room to itself, its Own private office. There was a sign
, h"in the room that read "All Employees Must Burn Their Own 1 ras .
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The incinerator had a foul disposition. To feed it you pushed a lever
that opened the thick metal lips of this raging monster. It fed on
boxes and plastic, generally anything that would burn. Then you
closed its mouth and hurried out to get back to your other duties.
The employees were pleasant to work with; Becky Robertson,
who worked with Caroline, and Mr. Schweitzer, the boss, were friendly
and helpful. Yet every day Caroline seemed a little more edgy and
-disturbed about something. Her mother was the first to notice, and she
asked Caroline's father what he thought one night after dinner.
"Liz, don't worry about it. Kids her age get moody. Don't you
remember when you were sixteen? It's just a phase."
"But, Bob," she protested, "she's hardly eating a thing and she
seems so preoccupied with something."
"Honey, it's probably just that Joe Evans boy." Bob chuckled.
"She's probably moody about her 'love life'."
"I guess you're right, dear. By the way, did you remember to
buy the curtain hooks for the bedroom?"
And so it went for another week. Caroline was becoming in-
creasingly nervous. It was all she could do to force herself to go to
work. But what could she give as a reason for quitting her first job?
That she was afraid of a bunch of boxed merchandise in the rear of
the store? No. She had too much nride for that. She would stick it out
for the rest of the summer. .
It was the last day before a long weekend. Caroline's birthday
Was on Monday and it was store policy that employees didn't work
on their birthdays. It was a long Friday night. By eight o'clock
Caroline was exhausted. There seemed to be an air of something in
the store. What was it? Expectancy? Anxiety? It wasn't in the em-
ployees, but in the very fibers of the store itself. When she went
to the warehouse for some stock, Caroline knew. It was a quiet,
knowledgable waiting. She knew the store's secret-and now it knew
that she knew. It began to fight her. When she came down from the
warehouse, she tripped 011 a small box and almost fell. She was certain
the hox hadn't been there five minutes before.
Later she asked Becky to go with her when she burned the trash.
So Becky went, too. They were both in the little incinerator room when
Becky was called over the intercom to the front of the store.
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Don't leave me alone, screamed a voice inside Caroline. But she
turned and Becky was gone. The intercom! Of course! Why hadn't she
thought of it before? It always seemed to interrupt you when you were
busy doing something. And it was on purpose. The wirings of the
system were the very veins and capillaries that carried the electric
blood of the store.
Suddenly the door to the incinerator room swung shut. Caroline
grabbed the handle, but it was locked. She shouted for help, but the
door was thick. Was it the customers' imaginations that the Muzak
seemed to get louder?
Caroline frantically pushed the button to the left of the inciner-
ator's gaping jaws-the one that sprayed water on the fire when it
got too hot. But she knew when she pushed it that all hope was gone.
The store knew.
The fire got hotter. Its tongue leapt out at Caroline. She tried to
twist the lever that closed the iron jaws, but it was hot and burned.
She saw the sneer on the face of the incinerator, the firey tongue ris-
ing out of the long, bricklined throat. Caroline screamed.
"Say, what's keeping Caroline?" Mr. Schweitzer asked Becky.
"She's got a lot more work to do tonight."
"I don't think she's feeling too well."
"Well as soon as you see her, tell her to report to me."
Some of the shoppers noticed something-their imaginations
were playing tricks on them again. For, of all things, they heard over
the Muzak what sounded like a huge burp.
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IN NATURE'S EYES A HERO
Pam Genung
The minute he awoke on that April morning, Stephen Mills sensed
something peculiar in the atmosphere~a strange silence in the valley,
as if Mother Nature were holding her breath. After quickly pulling on
the same soiled jeans, old tee-shirt, muddy boots, and greasy jacket
that he had worn the day before, Stephen stepped cautiously through
the doorway of his small cabin. The sun was seeping through the dark
green roof of the forest in narrow, slanting rays that fell to the ground.
Not a leaf was stirring, nor were any birds chirping; the only sounds
to be heard were the twigs crunching beneath his heavy boots. Know-
ing that animals often sense approaching danger, he wandered further
from his cabin looking for signs of an upcoming storm or forest fire.
Suddenly, he stopped short. A few yards ahead behind a fallen log
he saw two little pink ears standing straight up and a pair of fright-
ened eyes staring at him. The animal remained perfectly motionless,
and when he took a step forward, Stephen realized why. There, with its
two back legs crushed in an old, rusty weasel trap forgotten by some
careless hunter, lay a baby rabbit. Nature kept silent, permitting death
to come in peace.
Remembering the thirty-six years behind him, Stephen Mills felt
that he had neither contributed anything to life nor done anything that
could give him a sense of worth or pride. In his younger days. the
profession of writing had intrigued him, but it seemed that the more
he wrote, the more critical became the ratings. His last book had
really said something to America, he thought, but the publishers had
thought otherwise. Finally, out of sheer disgust with the way people
had treated him, he took a vacation in the wilderness of northern
Maine to sort out his feelings and come to some conclusion about the
direction of his life. Because it was now nearly time for him to return
to New York City, and he had not yet found the answer to his dilem-
ma, he had become rather depressed.
When he saw the baby rabbit lying behind the log, Stephen
merely turned away, thinking of his own problems and why there
were no sounds in the valley. Before he had gone far, though, his
thoughts returned to the baby rabbit. He saw the utter cruelty of the
situation. Why should the poor, defenseless rabbit have to die because
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of a human being's carelessness? It had just as much right to life as
did he himself. Turning around again, he saw the frightened eyes of
the animal still watching him. Approaching the log very slowly,
Stephen tried not to excite the rabbit into attempting to free itself,
making the damage worse. Kneeling he pried open the blood stained
trap with one hand and very gently lifted the baby rabbit out with
his other. Nestling the rabbit into the crook of his arm, he slowly
made his way back to the cabin, being careful not to move the delicate
legs. As Stephen Mills crossed the threshold, he felt a breath of wind
upon his cheek.
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SYNTHETIC, THANK YOU
Diane Hale
I missed Thanksgiving
this year
I listened to a
news cast
and felt too
nauseated to eat
the Pre-cooked tmkey
and the always
perfect, self-making pie
thank you
I sat before the
easy-light fire
with glass to
separate me from
the chemical flames
and read
a fantasy story
about peace
and real food
an d real fires .
thank you
bu t I'll turn over in
some electric-blanketed sleep
and
short circuit
Send my funeral notices as
Thank-you notes
thanks?
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Sir Cheddar's Challenge
George Lindsay
CANTO I
The noble Knight, Sir Cheddar hight
Foule gyant Gorgonzola slays
In service to his Lady Faire
Daughter of our virtuous Queen Gruyere
I
It chanced on a starry night
When Luna, lesser Phoebus, lit the sky
A noble knight, Sir Cheddar hight
Bethought he heard his Lady cry.
Oh! Noble sir, my mother Queen Gruyere
In thraldom lies in yonder Roquefort Square
The victim of foule Gorgonzolas' spite,
Of surety an undeserved plight.
That gyant you must slay this very night.
II
Sir Cheddar, mindful of his knightly state
Sans fear, approached Roquefort grim.
There Gorgonzola gorged full with hate
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Belching fire and stone of brim
Charged Sir Cheddar in courtyard dim
With one fell sweep unhorsed him
And raising mighty arm on high
Aimed a blow with vigorous vim
Determined this foolhardy knight must die.
III
Ere dastardly death dealing blow was felt
Sir Cheddar swung his Excalibur high
Which struck that Ioulo gyant neath the belt.
The magic sword bit deep within his thigh
A fatal wound; the fearsome Gorgonzola fell
His foule blood gushed forth as from a well
His sin soaked soul sent swimming to Hell.
Sir Cheddar now with courtly air
Leads forth to freedom his Lady's mother, Queen Gruyere.
These several "cheesy" stanzas now completed
With apologies to our poet may be deleted
Yet~do not this poor substitute indite
For trying to prove once more that Right is Might.
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"WHY?"
Susan Webb
Sean stands among the packages and suitcases III the hall. As
his mother securely buttons his coat and hood he asks her, "Where
is Grandma going?"
"Darling, she is going to a lovely home. Rose Crest is-"
"Why?"
"-just what your grandmother needs for a good rest." Putting
on her own coat and straightening her hair in the mirror, she con-
tinues, "It has all the modern conveniences. Now hurry out to the
"car.
"But why?"
"Sean, don't bother me now with your questions. Anyway, you're
too young to understand. Oh dear. Your father is already backing the
car around. Run along now. I'll go get grandmother."
She opens the door and gives Sean a gentle push, but he turns
abruptly and asks, "Will we ever get to see her?"
"Oh, Sean, don't be silly! Of course we will. "
Looking at his serious face she adds, ". . . as often as you wish. Rose
Crest isn't that far away."
They say they will, but they never do. The Old Folks are alone.
The visitors come and go. The Old People glimpse at life, but they
live in darkness when the visitors leave the Home. A woman, nearly
blind, cries from her room. "Somebody, please turn on the light. I
can't reach it. Please, it's dark. Somebody help me. Oh, please, some-
body kill me! Turn on the light! God!". . . A crippled man, talking
to himself, inches his way down the long hall. "Now Joey. How will
you ever make the team holding the bat like that? Let me show you.
Where are you?". . . From her window an old lady calls to the boy
mowing the lawn, "Little boy, I'll give you five dollars if you let me
out of here". . . . "Would you like to see my room? It's really quite
nice. I have a desk all my own. Oh, I bet you'd like to see the basket
J made!" A young girl takes his hand, saying, "I'd like very much to
see it." He squeezes her hand in excitement. For a moment he is linked
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to the rest of the world. He is almost happy. He thinks maybe he can
hold on longer this time. But no. At five o'clock she leaves. The old
man cries. She will not be back.
In the television room, a group of old people reminisce. That is
all that is left for them.
"Old friends,
Memory brushes the same years.
Silently sharing the same fear. ."t
Sean feels himself crying inside. Something is wrong. He sees his
-grandmother at a window-her window now. He sees her smiling, but
it looks like she is sad. Sean climbs into the car and looks back once
more. His grandmother is waving.
"Good-bye."
t Paul Simon, "Old Friends" (New York: Columbia Records,
1967) .
The Beads
Mario Vian
Former lives are lost,
Always in fleeting pursuit
Of tomorrow's goal,
The theme which they slide upon.
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grandfather
(waiting for papa to return)
Terry Anderson
an hour after the rain had fallen
it still clung to the air
in a loose misty veil
firefl ys had come out
glittering against the night
like sequins set on a purple curtain
streetlam.ps stretched down the street
in an endless row
each circled by a sparkling halo
into this silent night
a small figure crept unseen by all save me
he passed the sleeping houses quietly
gently 'humming
a soft tune that had sat on his lips for many years
the baggy grey suit he'd worn through many nights
hung limply on his small bent over body
each thread was in place
his black shoes polished with love
a velvet hat crowned his head
small patches of fine grey hair
lay on his neck
beneath the brim
two eyes twinkled with the memory of yesterday and tomorrow
at his side a small woodgrained walking stick
swung back and forth keeping the meter of his dignified walk
i watched him disappear in the shadow of that night
somewhere down the endless row
far far away
closer to him than me
there was a light left on III the front room
waiting for papa to return
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The Carousel
Billie Seward
The carousel slowly rotated-round and round.
Sitting on an exquisite wooden appaloosa, I
could see everything-the world.
I saw the freak show, the announcer
inviting the patrons to visit the show
and be entertained by strange and
rare creatures.
I saw a young man holding a beautiful
girl on his left arm, using his right
hand to toss a baseball into a basket.
A worthwhile activity! Especially when
he won and was awarded a kiss from his
friend as he handed her the teddy-bear.
A display of true love!
On the top seat of the ferris-
wheel sat a middle-aged man.
His aUTISwere outstreched and he was calling
down to his granddaughter helow. No
doubt he felt the power inside himself
as he was on top of the world.
I saw the world-I could see everything. But
the ride was over.
As I walked away from the carousel, I never
noticed the knowing look in my appaloosa's
eyes as he watched me disappear into the world.
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THE WEB
Erik C. A. Johnson
My whole body was tired as if I had played three sets of tennis. It
was just one of those miserable Mondays when everything goes wrong
in the firm. The boss, Mr. McFerson, had chewed me out for losing
the Jones account and my secretary had just lost her boyfriend, so
she was either crying or going to the bathroom. Even my partner,
"Big" Jim Crawford, was bothered about something, but he wouldn't
say what. I guessed that it was his wife. She's a real bitch, you know
the kind that nags and nags about anything. She's really lucky that
Jim puts up with her, but I think I understand how he can. I was pretty
sure that Jim had something going with another woman, because he
was too content to be just living with Martha.
When Jim dropped me off at the house that night I felt much
better, just knowing that Ruth would be waiting for me. Ruth was
just great. She wasn't beautiful but she really cared for me, and I
was crazy about her. I walked up the short path to our ranch house,
and opened the door. "Ruth", I yelled. There was no answer, but I
thought she might be in the kitchen with the radio on. She really liked
those radio talk programs. On my way to the kitchen I saw a man's
scarf on the couch, and picked it up. It looked like lim's. I wondered
when he had left it here. He hadn't come over for a week at least.
When I got to our small kitchen there was Ruth just as I had ex-
pected. She rushed to me and gave me a powerful hug, 'How was
your day?" I didn't even go into it. When I asked her about the
scarf, she said that Jim had come over on a Saturday to see me, but I
was out on some business. I told her that Jim knew I was working
that day and would have pursued the point, but I could tell she was
becoming irritated. Ruth was very cold the rest of the night and she
seemed quite tense. She read her regular romance novel, but as I
watched her she seemed 1:0 be thinking more than reading, because
she flipped the pages randomly. I worried about her, but was afraid
she would get mad if I questioned her. I can't say that the scarf
didn't bother me, but I shrugged it off until later on.
In the morning she was very polite, but still cold. I felt more
assured and asked her what was the matter. She wouldn't answer. To
get off the subject I asked her about Tommy and whether he had
written her any more letters concerning his disgust with school.
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Tommy was a problem in the family and that's why I had sent him
to Culver, a military academy which was supposed to straighten out
messed-up kids. He was a big boy for a twelve-year-old, and I think
that was half his problem. Tommy had always been able to beat up
everyone in his age group at school, so he just naturally fell into a
street gang. At first he was complained about by teachers and neigh.
hors, and I just told them that he was still immature and young. But
when he was arrested for street fighting, I threw in the towel. Tommy
said he would run away if I sent him to Culver, but he hadn't yet,
and I supposed that the school was helping him. He had been there
two months and had written only to Ruth. Ruth never answered this
question either, so I stormed out of the house and waited in the chil]-
ing winter air for Jim. My head ached with questions. What was
Ruth hiding and Why?
Jim's Cadillac pulled to a sliding stop on the icy street which
reflected the red from the rising sun. "Hop in", he said. "Boy do you
look mean this morning." I told him what had happened, and asked
why he was at the house Saturday. A look of concern came over Jim's
usual smiling face, and he told me that he needed to borrow some
tools. He knew that I was on business, but a faucet was leaking and
the repairman wouldn't come on a Saturday. I controlled what was
burning inside of me, and was determined to resolve this one way
or the other. If Jim was making love to Ruth I would kill him. I
silently swore it right in front of his devious face. His smiles seemed
plastic. Was he playing with my wife? I didn't say a word after that.
When I got into the office, I sat down behind my desk and almost
felt nauseous. My plan of resolving the riddle slowly carne to mind,
and then I prepared myself to execute it. I called Ruth and told her
that I wouldn't be coming home tonight, due to a business meeting out
of town. I almost broke down and begged her to help me, but I realized
that if my fears were true, she would just deny it. The day wore on
and I became more and more agitated. The office had a gun in the
safe which I withdrew and checked over. It seemed ironic that the
steel smelled so clean and well oiled, but in actuality it reeked of death.
I told Jim that I wasn't going home tonight, and wouldn't need a ride.
It was a usual occurrence, so we didn't discuss it further.
After work I walked to the nearest bar. a place called "The Little
Darker." It was a strange name and the small, saw-dust covered room
fit it. It was a fine hangout for those who wanted to feel hatred or
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self-pity. The fat man at the bar was more of a bouncer than a bar-
tender, but sufficed if you like very dry martinis. He made them
without measuring the gin, and then quite ceremoniously clipped his
index finger in the drink to mix what vermouth he had dropped into
the glass. This process went on until I became quite drunk and I
thought it was about time to find the answer to the question.
I stumbled into the cold air, and it refreshed me more than any-
thing. I flagged my hands and was picked up by an old dented cab.
"Where to?" the slumped driver asked. I told him the address and
began to prepare myself for the coming moment. The trip was quiet,
but the noises of a crowd of thoughts were ringing in my head. When
we pulled up to my street, I saw big Jim's Cadillac parked in my
driveway. Was that it? Maybe he was just over to get his scarf. I
told the driver to stop, and I walked over to the side of the house. The
dark bedroom window was directly to my right and I nudged closer
toward it. I felt as sober as I had ever felt. Frustrated energy was
ready to burst through my system. I peered into the slightly frosted
window and saw Ruth. She was bent over and caressing a person in
the bed. The shock of my fears was before me and for a moment stun-
ned me; then anger replaced it.
I ran to the front door and burst in. I pulled out the gun and
pointed it toward the coming bedroom. The door was open and all I
could see was Ruth bent over a person. I fired the gun until it was
empty into the jerking body in front of me. Ruth rushed up to get in
the way of the fire and I would have killed her, but the gun was empty.
She was shrieking something and then I was tackled. I turned around
and it was Jim. He yelled that I had shot my son. He kept saying my
son.
Well that's the whole story as well as I can remember it. I peered
into the glassy eyes of Mr. Bottomly, and then focused on the cell
bars that surrounded us. He shook his head and said," It's bad." He
asked me why Ruth had been so upset the night before. I thought for a
moment about how this all wouldn't have happened if I had been
more of a father to Tommy, or if Ruth hadn't kept quiet about Tommy
running away from Culver that Saturday and staying with Big Jim
until that night.
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4, questions
Terry Anderson
which direction do clouds move
when there is no wind?
where do the roads go
if they have no end?
what time is it
to a sailor lost at sea?
how do i know who i am
if i only catch a glimpse of me?
the pages of age. the memory of youth,
Dan Brewer
today does not make me older
but yesterday
and the day before,
they do.
quietly. very quietly age interferes
with the smiles. and the trial and error game.
who's to blame except Mother.
the world isn't over when someone grows
everyone knows feelings begin
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and childhood ends when the time comes.
the today time.
i no longer laugh at firecrackers
or skipping rocks
building blocks are just a background.
the world even sounds different.
maybe because i listen different.
jack and jill
three blind mice
wasn't it nice to be young?
I WANT IT BACK MOTHER.
I WANT IT BACK FROM YOU.
i am man now-everybody says.
i dream no more
the door to age~I WANT AN EXIT MOTHER.
DEAR MOTHER-
THE LEAVES ARE CRACKLING UNDER MY FEET
AND I SMELL SNOW
TELL THE OLD MAN TO GO AWAY.
HAVE YOU EVER SEEN A CRIPPLED OLD MAN'S
EYES?
THEY'RE SAD-SO VERY VERY SAD
I WON'T LET MINE BE THAT WAY
GO AWAY-HELP ME MOTHER.
have you ever seen a crippled old man's
face?
wrinkles, worn from the decisions he
had to make. please help me Mother.
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if-i could rule a universe
and be prince of all the fairy tales
youth would be my never ending dream.
but you are queen, Mother.
Queen Mother Nature.
make me your king, Mother,
so i will never age like you.
please.
Mother, have you ever seen a
crippled old man dying?
i feel pain Mother
help me
i am dying Mother help me.
save me.
not this way. not today
i Was born today
you wicked Queen
your throne is in hell
sell my body to the devil for a match
an eternal flame.
it's a shame
Mother-you are to blame
nobody came to my funeral.
you wicked wicked Mother
age can change someone. anyone.
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THE PERPETUAL FLAME
Elisabeth Harter
The setting sun had spattered its fiery sparks behind the Church
of John the Baptist. Dark and shadowy walls and spires loomed
ever larger as I approached the church-alone, and on horseback,
after an uneasy day's journey over a remarkably dismal stretch of
land. When I drew closer and fell within the monstrous shadow of this
ancient and rather Gothic structure, I perceived a peculiar reddish
haze surrounding the walls and buttresses and hovering above the
towers. It was an eerie nimbus. My former uneasiness intensified at
this phenomenon; nevertheless, I dismounted and stood before the
glaring gargoyle whose nose-ring served as the knocker in the mas-
sive oak door.
It must be understood that my apprehensions at this moment
resulted not so much from the appearance of the church, ghastly
as that was, but much more from the mysterious circumstances which
had compelled me to undertake this extraordinary journey. The even-
ing before, I had just sat down to supper when a cryptic message
arrived from this same church, welcoming me to the area and urgently
requesting my presence the following evening at a private and per-
sonal service in celebration of the church's patron saint. It was
stressed that I was to come alone. At the bottom I read the scrawled
signature, Father Blackwood. Now, two things concerning this letter
had troubled me at the time and had continued to plague me as I
journeyed on my way: the first was the fact that there was no special
day set aside in the Church calendar for the commemoration of John
the Baptist, and the second was the fact that Father Blackwood was
a known eccentric who often invested his own strange dramatic rituals.
This last I had ascertained with great difficulty from my cook, who
crossed herself three times as she spoke, pleaded with me to remain,
and then refused to speak another word. But a fascinated curiosity
mingled with a vague dread had spurred me 011, till now, attempting
to suppress the fearsome premonitions and intense curiosity welling
up inside me, I found myself before the solid oak door of the Church
of John the Baptist.
I lifted and dropped the ring. It fell with a ponderous thud.
Silence. At length I heard a muffled step-step, step-step, step-step--
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the tread of a lame man. Suddenly the door creaked open and I stood
.face-to-face with the notorious Father Blackwood!
How could I possibly convey the panic, the utter horror, that
tore through me at the moment-a horror created not so much by the
terrible infirmity and deformity of his body, by the crimson splotchi-
ness of his face, nor even by the grisly grotesqueness of his features,
but more by the scathing intensity of his blood-shot glance. In fact,
and I shuddered as I realized it, the irises of the eyes were themselves
red, a brilliant, burning, bloody red which alternately smoked and
seared according, as I supposed, to his fluctuating temper. His long
black vestments seemed violently in contrast, although in truth I
could not imagine such a grotesque figure in any other dress.
I cringed perceptibly as he drew me in with his bony fingers and
latched the door behind me, keeping his other hand hidden beneath
his robe. But my fears were allayed somewhat as he smiled in greet-
ing.
"Ah, Father M--, I was so afraid you wouldn't come. Welcome,
sir, to the district-and to my private celebration of the life and
death of John the Baptist. Yes, yes, you'll do nicely." His eyes were
flickering frantically, and his smile grew sinister. "I daresay you've
never heard of such a celebration before. It's one of the oversights
I've discovered in the church. For instance, I've always questioned
why the church does not advocate the washing of feet, since this
sacrament was plainly instituted at the Last Supper. I practice it
myself with my congregation four times a year. Enough said-you'll
soon learn my methods. Follow me."
Mystified, I followed his painfully slow step-step down a long,
dark, and gusty passageway whose sole illumination seemed to be the
same glow which had suffused the atmosphere outside. As we reached
the end, he turned and motioned me to the left. Fearfully, I entered
the nave; and suddenly at the far opposite end I could see the source
of the light which had mystically pervaded the air. It was-I hesitate
to describe it, so ethereal and yet chilling was the sight-it was the
Perpetual Flame, licking its tongue around the inside of its ruby glass
prison and seemingly up the almost invisible, frayed rope which
suspended the flame from the shadowy upper reaches of the ceiling.
The light swayed hypnotically in the gusts and drafts. Staring at its
bloocly corona, I was transfixed, horrified-no, enraptured.
An impatient tap from Father Blackwood broke the spell, and
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we proceeded slowly down the center aisle, my regular foot-steps and'
his irregular ones beating out an almost pagan rhythm in the echoey
expanse, a rhythm which my pounding heart outsped. We cut our way
through the dense blue of twilight which filtered through the tall
stained glass windows and diffused itself foggily with the flame's red
into a murky purple as it approached the obscure vaults of the tower-
ing ceiling. Suddenly I heard an unearthly shriek which bounded and
rebounded from the walls until it faded into silence. I was frozen.
"Why do you stop only half-way to the chancel, my dear sir?
You heard only a bird, one of the many that fly and nest among the
rafters. Come, let us continue. I am most impatient to begin the cere-
mony." His hidden hand was twiching spasmodically beneath his robe.
His words failed to reassure me, but I trudged on stiffly, my
eyes fixated by the flame. At last we climbed the stairs to the chancel.
With each step the flame flared more and more painfully intense
until I was forced to tear away my eyes and gaze distractedly at the
scarlet paraments and the intricately carved altar.
"We are ready to begin. Yes, yes, you'll do very nicely. Stand
right where you are."
He himself was standing directly under the flame, which, r
noticed in wild desperation, had transfigured him into-it couldn't be,
but it was-into the very image of the Adversary himself! I wanted
to cry out, to run, but his blistering eyes held me with some sinister,
supernatural power as he slowly and stealthily slid something out
of the folds of his robe and brandished it aloft. It gleamed red in the
light of the flame. With sudden horror I perceived it was-a sword.
"Yes, yes, you'll do very nicely for the celebration of the Be-
heading of John the Baptist!"
At that precise moment-in my confused terror, I couldn't tell
how or by what means, whether from the singularly strong draft of
air and the sudden stirring of the birds, or from a Mightier Power-
at that precise moment the Perpetual Flame came crashing down on
the head of Father Blackwood, blazing with a vengeful voraciousness.
I bolted and fled for my life. The next thing I remember is look-
ing back over my shoulder as I rode off into the darkness, and seeing,
against the black of the sky-the blaze of the Church of John the
Baptist.
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